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AUDREY

WELLS

Audrey Wells is a recent graduate of UQAM’s Graphic Design

program. She lives and works in Montreal as a free-lance

designer and is interested in the architecture and urban

landscape of the city. Using her skills in graphic design, she

creates object-books that invite the reader to reflect on his or

her experience with the urban environment. In addition to the

project featured in this issue, Wells has also participated in

the creation of a book about “Hotel Jolicoeur” that combines

artistic contributions in the form of design, photography,

illustration, and writing to tell the stories of a historical site in

Central-South region of Montreal threatened by demolition.

http://audreywells.ca/
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Audrey Wells, “Park Extension: Promenade à travers 17 lieux de culte”, 2012. Back Cover.
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MIGRATION,

DESIRE, AND

COMMUNITY:

IMMIGRANT NEGOTIATIONS OF

BUILT ENVIRONMENT IN AUDREY

WELLS’S Park Extension: Promenade

à travers 17 lieux de culte

BY KATERINA KOROLA



Montreal designer Audrey Wells’s Park

Extension: Promenade à travers 17 lieux de culte is

a small, hand-made guidebook that charts for

its reader an unconventional itinerary through

an area of the city that is seldom included in

tourist brochures. Stretching over 1.6km2 (from

the end of Park Avenue north to the 40, and

from Boulevard Acadie on the West to the CPR

railway tracks on the East) Montreal’s Park

Extension is home to some 30,255 people,

61.6% of whom are recent immigrants to the

city. Paralleling the decommissioning of many

Catholic churches across the island, Wells’s

project charts the transformation of residential,

commercial, and industrial buildings into new

places of worship by immigrant communities.

The book leads its readers on a tour of

seventeen different sites of worship spread

across the neighbourhood, and, in doing so

illuminates the impact of migration on built

environment. Not only have these new centres

of worship inscribed the presence of minority

communities onto public space, they have

also become the centre of new emotional

geographies that extend beyond the borders of



the Parc-Ex to encompass a larger community

connected by shared faiths, languages, and

a history of displacement. Consisting of

minimalist line drawings of these new religious

centres, a map situating each location, and

a detailed historical survey, Audrey Wells’s

project bears witness to the power of desire

to shape and transform a foreign landscape

into a space of belonging. In light of the recent

debates in the Province of Quebec over the

Charter of Values, Wells’s guidebook comes as

a cogent reminder of the important position of

religion in this process of charting new spaces

of home and sustaining new communities.

Park Extension: Promenade à travers 17 lieux

de culte began as a class project for a course

on book design offered by the Department

of Design at UQAM. Given free-range to

determine her subject (a rare privilege for a

designer, which Wells greatly appreciated),

Wells eventually settled on a visual exploration

of the Park Extension neighbourhood, where

she was living at the time. A conversation with

her neighbour, who had recently organized a
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Audrey Wells, “Culte”, installation, 2012. Installation of the Project at the Canadian Centre for Architecture.



walking tour of different religious sites in the

area, provided an entry point for an extensive

(although by no means exhaustive) survey of

seventeen different sites of worship in the ParkEx neighbourhood. The book itself includes a

detailed history of the neighbourhood, a section

featuring demographic statistics, a glossary of

religious terms, and a series of minimalist line

drawings that records the diverse variety of

repurposed architectural shapes and forms that

characterize these sites. The project itself was

then transformed into an installation for the

2012/2013 exhibition ABC MTL at the CCA,

where the drawings were framed and hung in

grid-like fashion beside a map of the area and

the book itself, displayed on a podium and

available for purchase in the CCA bookstore.

	

The structures that house the religious centres

featured in the book exhibit a striking variety.

Some of these structures, like that of the

Ascension Lutheran Church on Jarry or the

Shree Ramji Mandhata Temple on Durocher

(a recent edition to the urban landscape in

2006), were constructed by their constituents;



however, the vast majority of the sites featured

in the book represent local re-purposing of preexisting structures. Reading through the pages

of Wells’s text, the reader discovers mosques

located in old office buildings, churches in

old clothing factories and veteran centres,

and temples in old residential buildings.

Also common are instances of structures

built by one community passing into the

hands of another religious group, whether

a Ukrainian Catholic church transferred

to an Ethiopian Orthodox community, or

a former synagogue transformed into a

Haitian Pentecostal church. An explanatory

gloss following each drawing highlights

this process with a historicalinvestigation

into

the

history

of

each

site.

More importantly, however, the eclectic

architectural forms of these religious sites

testify to the importance of religion as a

means of achieving a sense of belonging in a

foreign space. Although bearing the marks

of compromise, the structures featured

represent a means of re-situating oneself and
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community after geographical displacement.

These are not just places of worship; they

are also places of memory. The architectural

plurality of the sites attests to a history

of migration, the desire for home, and the

inevitable hybridization that accompanies

these physical and emotional movements.

Thus, the compromise evident in the structures

must not be considered negatively, but rather

as a sign of the formation of new identities

and communities in a new environment.

As geographer Frédéric Dejean writes:



The sheer variety of religious communities

featured in Promenade demonstrates the

centrality of religion to the resilience of

numerous diasporic communities. As Dejean

notes, however, religion remains a marginal

object of inquiry in the field of geography,

particularly in French academia.2 As the PQ’s

Charter of Values (proposed in May 2013)

demonstrates, religious belief has become an

unsettling and intolerable indicator of alterity

in a politically secular society. Secularism

has become the standard of membership

in Quebecois society, and as the dominant

ideology in vogue has acquired the presumed

attributes of neutrality, moral soundness,

and intellectual superiority. Immigrants are

expected to, if not shed their difference, at

least conform by shedding its visible markers.



Far from being irregular territories,

[these suburban landscapes] are on

the contrary veritable laboratories in

which religious groups elaborate new

relationships to space, as much by

inserting themselves into the urban

landscape as by the practices of

believers.1



Wells’s project plays with this discourse of

neutrality in its deployment of minimalism,

in both the line drawings themselves and the

strictly functional layout of the book. These

conventions, common in architectural drawing,

place the subject of inquiry at a distance

and abstain from intervening onto its form

with exterior commentary. The use of these

conventions, however, when applied to sites of

worship draw attention to the tension that arises



In this sense, the Star of David marking the façade

of the aforementioned Haitian Pentecostal

church attests not only to the history of the site,

but also to the complex processes of negotiation

requisite to transnational reterritorialization.
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in the confrontation between contemporary

notions of objectivity and the subjectivity of

belief. More than anything, Wells’s decision to

represent these marginal, hybridized structures

according to the conventions of minimalism

points to the exclusion of these sites in the

vast majority of supposedly objective political,

geographical, and architectural surveys.



(Images 1-4) Audrey Wells, “Park Extension: Promenade à travers 17 lieux de culte”, 2012. Illustration.



aren’t technically visible, the act of

wearing a religious symbol or opening

a church attests to the existence of

beliefs and believers. When visible

in public space, these religious

communities can’t be ignored.3



Of course, this struggle for public visibility is

ongoing. Ethnically diverse communities with

large immigrant populations, like Park-Ex,

remain absent from official representations of

Montreal. Moreover, perennial disputes over

signage in foreign languages, and even disputes

over the right of new communities to purchase

and establish religious and/or community

centres in unused spaces, demonstrate the

extent to which public visibility remains a hotly

contested issue. As Wells states in her interview,

many of these sites have not in fact been

granted permits and must operate unofficially.4



Like Dejean, Wells work insists that her reader

recognize (and appreciate as valid) not only

the right of new communities to not only hold

onto their beliefs, but also the right to make

visible those beliefs in the domain of public

space. Although in Park-Ex religious structures

are by no means the only evidence of changing

demographics, Promenade demonstrates that

these structures are nonetheless a key means of

rendering visible groups that are marginalized in

the visual (and political) landscape of the city.

Wells comments on this aspect of her project:



Promenade, similar to the places of worship

featured within it, takes a stance in this

struggle for visibility by highlighting the

polysemous and ever-changing voices engaged

in the process of transforming urban space.

The book itself, however, is not intended to

stand alone, but rather to complement a



I wasn’t aware of it at the beginning,

but I soon realised that showing is, in

fact, a strong statement. This feeling

has been confirmed by the debate

surrounding La Charte des valeurs

québécoises. Even though religions
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physical journey through these sites and the

emotional geographies represented therein. In

this respect, the book is both like and unlike

the typical guidebook. On the one hand, like a

touristic guidebook it asks its reader to actively

participate in the itinerary it outlines. On the

other, unlike the standard guidebook, Wells’s

work is not intended for visitors, but rather for

Montreal (even Park-Ex) residents themselves.

Wells spoke on this point in interview:



“There is a kind of tourist syndrome

in Park Extension. You can belong to a

community within Park Extension, but

it is hard to belong to Park Extension

itself. The ethnic diversity of its

inhabitants and its constant evolution

must be the reason why you always

feel like a tourist and why you can look

at it with an outsider’s eyes and be,

everyday, surprised and amazed. It is

cliché but real, being a tourist in your

own city makes you see what you

don’t normally see.”5



Transforming Montreal readers into tourists

is precisely what Wells’s book does. It

confronts its reader/user with the multiple

parallel geographies that make up the city of

Montreal, each unique to a specific blend of

history, memory, and desire. Although the

extent to which the reader can participate

in these geographies also (for the same

reasons) remains unique to the each reader,

a journey along Wells’s Promenade calls on

its audience to be attentive to the ways in

which these manifold geographies interact

with one another to remake and reimagine

the space of this Montreal neighbourhood.



1. Frédéric Dejean and Lucine Endelstein, “Approches spatiales

des faits religieux: Jalons epistemologiques et orientations

contemporaines,” Carnet de geographes 6, (September 2013).

2. Ibid.

3. Audrey Wells, in interview with the author.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid.
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Audrey Wells, “Park Extension: Promenade à travers 17 lieux de culte”, 2012. Inside Front Cover.
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